Application of two-dimensional selective-TOCSY HMBC for structure elucidation of impurities in mixture without separation.
In the pharmaceutical industry, regulatory expectations driven by patient safety considerations make structure elucidation of impurities at levels greater than 0.1% in the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) of primary interest. Impurities can be generated from isomers in starting materials, or produced from different process steps toward the final API. Proton peaks belonging to different impurities could be potentially identified in the one-dimensional (1)H NMR spectrum, when evaluated in combination with two-dimensional (2-D) COSY and HSQC data. However, in 2-D HMBC data, correlation responses from different impurities may overlap with those from the major component, causing uncertainty of long-range proton to carbon correlations and quaternary carbon assignments. This observation prompts us to design the 2-D selective-TOCSY HMBC experiment to distinguish responses from different impurities in mixtures to obtain 2-D NMR data for each impurity, thus eliminating the use of a chromatographic isolation step to obtain material for NMR analysis. This methodology is demonstrated for structure elucidation of impurities ranging from 8.2% in the raw material to 0.4% in the API in this study, and would be particularly useful for industrial samples in which the solubility and availability of material are not an issue.